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The History of American Protest

Professor John Stauffer

Summer 2024

Course Description

This interdisciplinary course examines the rich tradition of “protest literature” in the United
States from the American Revolution to the present. The primary focus is on three enduring
strands of protest: civil rights (beginning with antislavery), women’s rights, and workers’
rights. Using a broad definition of protest literature, we pay particular attention to the
cultural production and consumption of dissent as a powerful “voice” of both individuals
and movements. We examine a wide range of print, visual, and oral forms of dissent, and
we explore how various expressions of dissent function as political, ideological, rhetorical,
aesthetic, and performative texts within specific contexts. Readings are mostly primary
sources, ranging from pamphlets, speeches, essays, and poetry to photographs, music,
sociology, and history.

Course Readings

1. Trodd, Zoe, ed. American Protest Literature. Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
2008.

Course Requirements

● Watch all course lectures
● Complete all course readings
● Submit five short papers (500 words each)
● Contribute to nine discussion boards
● Participate in at least three Q&As
● Complete a 15-page research paper or project of appropriate rigor
● Complete a course evaluation (a survey link will be sent to your Gettysburg email

during Week Eleven of the semester)

Learning Objectives

1. Understand and appreciate the intimate connections between history, protest, and
literature—how our interpretations of the past profoundly shape our understandings
of the present and hopes for the future

2. Understand and appreciate the ironies and contingencies of how social changes
happen—how individual voices can get transformed into a collective voice that
becomes a catalyst of social change

3. Learn how to analyze primary sources both as literature—with a distinctive voice and
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formal characteristics—and as historical documents that need to be placed in their
specific contexts

Class Schedule

Week One: May 30: What Is American Protest Literature?

Readings

● Zoe Trodd, American Protest Literature, preface and introduction, xi–xxix.
● John Stauffer, “History Is the Activist’s Muse,” in The Future of History, eds. Conrad

Edick Wright and Katheryn P. Viens (Boston: Massachusetts Historical Society,
2017), 8–19. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week One module.)

● Kwame Anthony Appiah, “Stonewall and the Myth of Self-Deliverance,” New York
Times, June 22, 2019. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week One
module.)

Assignments

● Week One Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, June 2
○ Second post due: Wednesday, June 5

Week Two: June 6: Declaring Independence

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Thomas Paine, “From Common Sense,” 5–9.
○ The Declaration of Independence, 15–18.

● Phillis Wheatley, “On Being Brought from Africa to America” (1773). (A link to this
reading can be found in the Week Two module.)

● Phillis Wheatley, “To His Excellency George Washington” (1776). (A link to this
reading can be found in the Week Two module.)

● John and Abigail Adams, “2 Letters, March–April 1776.” (A link to this reading can be
found in the Week Two module.)

Assignments

● Week Two Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, June 9
○ Second post due: Wednesday, June 12

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/22/opinion/sunday/stonewall-myth.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/22/opinion/sunday/stonewall-myth.html
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45465/on-being-brought-from-africa-to-america
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45465/on-being-brought-from-africa-to-america
http://www.phillis-wheatley.org/to-his-excellency-george-washington/
http://www.phillis-wheatley.org/to-his-excellency-george-washington/
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● Short Paper One due: Wednesday, June 12
○ Write a response paper: You can respond to the prompt created by your

section professor or to one of your own design.

Week Three: June 13: Aftermath of Independence

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ David Walker, “From Appeal to the Coloured Citizens,” 79–84

● Maria Stewart, excerpt from ”Religion and the Pure Principles of Morality“ (1831) (A
link to this reading can be found in the Week Three module.)

● Nat Turner, “The Confessions of Nat Turner” (Baltimore: Thomas R. Gray, 1831),
6–8, highlighted portions of PDF (A link to this reading can be found in the Week
Three module.)

Assignments

● Week Three Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, June 16
○ Second post due: Wednesday, June 19

● Final Paper/Project Question due: Wednesday, June 19
○ In roughly 1–2 pages, outline the question your final project or paper will

attempt to answer. This should include a description of the project or paper
you are proposing, some background information and historical context on
your topic, a brief description of your research plan, and a justification for
why your particular project or paper is worth pursuing.

Week Four: June 20: Declaring Equality

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ William Apess, “An Indian’s Looking Glass for the White Man”
○ Elizabeth Cady Stanton, “Seneca Falls Declaration of Sentiments”
○ Frederick Douglass, “The Meaning of July Fourth for the Negro”

● William Lloyd Garrison, “To the Public” (January 1, 1831). (A link to this reading can
be found in the Week Four module.)

● “Declaration of Sentiments” (1833). (A link to this reading can be found in the Week
Four module.)

● Sojourner Truth, “Arn’t I a Woman,” Comparison of versions in the Anti-Slavery
Bugle, June 21, 1851, and the New York Independent, April 23, 1863, The Sojourner
Truth Project. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week Four module.)

https://teachingamericanhistory.org/document/to-the-public/
https://teachingamericanhistory.org/document/to-the-public/
https://teachingamericanhistory.org/document/declaration-of-the-national-anti-slavery-convention/
https://teachingamericanhistory.org/document/declaration-of-the-national-anti-slavery-convention/
https://www.thesojournertruthproject.com/compare-the-speeches/
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Assignments

● Week Four Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, June 23
○ Second post due: Wednesday, June 26

● Short Paper Two due: Wednesday, June 26
○ Write a response paper: You can respond to the prompt created by your

section professor or to one of your own design.

 
Week Five: June 27: Antislavery Poetics

Readings

● Walt Whitman, “I Sing the Body Electric” (1855). (A link to this reading can be
found in the Week Five module.)

● Walt Whitman, “A Boston Ballad” (1854). (A link to this reading can be found
in the Week Five module.)

Assignments

● Week Five Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, June 30
○ Second post due: Wednesday, July 3

● Revised Question and Proposed Bibliography due: Wednesday, July 3
○ Revise your initial proposal to incorporate your section professor’s feedback

AND
○ Create an annotated bibliography containing at least five sources. Each of

these sources should be followed by a short paragraph describing the source
and what it will contribute to your final project/paper.

Week Six: July 4: Antislavery Politics

Readings

● Abraham Lincoln, “A House Divided” (speech, Springfield, IL, June 16, 1858) and
“Address at Cooper Institute” (speech, New York, NY, February 27, 1860). (Links to
these readings can be found in the Week Six module.)

● John Brown, “Address to the Court” (speech, Charles Town, VA, November 2, 1859).
(A link to this reading can be found in the Week Six module.)

● “Correspondence Between Lydia Maria Child and Gov. Wise and Mrs. Mason of
Virginia,” (New York: American Anti-Slavery Society, 1860), 3–4 and 16. (Links to
this reading can be found in the Week Six module.)

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45472/i-sing-the-body-electric
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45472/i-sing-the-body-electric
https://whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/119
https://whitmanarchive.org/published/LG/1891/poems/119
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Assignments

● Week Six Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, July 7
○ Second post due: Wednesday, July 10

● Short Paper Three due: Wednesday, July 10
○ Write a response paper: You can respond to the prompt created by your

section professor or to one of your own design.

Week Seven: July 11: Singing for Freedom

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Ralph Chaplin, “Solidarity Forever”

● John Stauffer and Benjamin Soskis, The Battle Hymn of the Republic (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2013), 17–28. (This reading can be accessed through
Musselman Library with your Gettysburg College credentials.)

● “Say Brothers Will You Meet Us,” in Hymns and Spiritual Songs, 30–31. (A link to this
reading can be found in the Week Seven module.)

● C. B. Marsh, John Brown’s Body (Charleston: C. S. Hall, 1861). (A link to this reading
can be found in the Week Seven module.)

● Julia Ward Howe, “Civil War Music: Battle Hymn of the Republic,” American
Battlefield Trust. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week Seven
module.)

Assignments

● Week Seven Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, July 14
○ Second post due: Wednesday, July 17

● Short Paper Four due: Wednesday, July 17
○ Write a response paper: You can respond to the prompt created by your

section professor or to one of your own design.

Week Eight: July 18: The Civil War as Living-Room War

Readings

● Vicki Goldberg, The Power of Photography (New York: Abbeville Press, 1993), 19–29.
(A link to this reading can be found in the Week Eight module.)

● John Stauffer, “The Terrible Reality of the First Living-Room Wars,” in

https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/rol5uk/alma991004565995305231
https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/rol5uk/alma991004565995305231
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/primary-sources/civil-war-music-battle-hymn-republic
https://www.battlefields.org/learn/primary-sources/civil-war-music-battle-hymn-republic
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War/Photography, eds. Wilkes Tucker, Will Michels, and Natalie Zelt (Houston:
Museum of Fine Arts Houston), 80–89. (A link to this reading can be found in the
Week Eight module.)

Assignments

● Project/Paper Preview due Wednesday, July 24
● Project: Submissions of the project preview will differ from project to project

according to type. Determine an appropriate portion of your final project to
turn in with your section professor.

● Paper: Turn in a rough draft of the first five pages of your final paper.

Week Nine: July 25: Fighting the Counter-Revolution

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Ida B. Wells, “From Southern Horrors,” 247–255.

● W. E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (1903), chapters 1, 11, and 14. (A link to
this reading can be found in the Week Nine module.)

● Adam Fairclough, Better Day Coming: Blacks and Equality, 1890–2000 (New York:
Penguin, 2002), 67–78. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week Nine
module.)

Assignments

● Week Nine Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, July 28
○ Second post due: Wednesday, July 31

● Short Paper Five due: Wednesday, July 31
○ Write a response paper: You can respond to the prompt created by your

section professor or to one of your own design.

Week Ten: August 1: Labor against Capital

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Eugene Debs, “Statement to the Court,” 232–236.

● Mother Jones, “Speech to Striking Coal Miners” (1912). (A link to this reading can be
found in the Week Ten module.)

● IWW Songs, “Solidarity Forever” and “The Preacher and the Slave.” (A link to
this reading can be found in the Week Ten module.)

● Stauffer Soskis, Battle Hymn of the Republic, 176–195. (This reading can be

https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/rol5uk/alma991004565995305231
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accessed through Musselman Library with your Gettysburg College credentials.)

Assignments

● Rough Draft due: Wednesday, August 7
○ Project: Submissions of the project rough draft will differ from project to

project according to type. Determine an appropriate portion of your final
project to turn in with your section professor.

○ Paper: Turn in a rough draft of the first ten pages (at minimum) of your
final paper.

Week Eleven: August 8: Waves of Women’s Rights

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Elizabeth Cady Stanton, “From ‘Solitude of Self,’” 149–154.
○ Betty Friedan, “From The Feminine Mystique,” 394–399.
○ Nineteenth Amendment and Equal Rights Amendment, 185–186.
○ Shirley Chisholm, “For the Equal Rights Amendment,” 411–415.
○ Gerda Lerner, “Letter to Betty Friedan,” 416–417.

● Audre Lorde, “The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House,” (1984)
in Sister Outsider (Berkeley: Crossing Press, 2007), 106–109. (This reading can be
accessed through Musselman Library with your Gettysburg College credentials.)

● Christine Stansell, The Feminist Promise, 124–134 and 323–351. (A link to this
reading can be found in the Week Eleven module.)

Assignments

● Week Eleven Discussion Board
○ First post due: Sunday, August 11
○ Second post due: Wednesday, August 14

Week Twelve: August 15: Performing Civil Rights

Readings

● Trodd, American Protest Literature
○ Martin Luther King, Jr., “From ‘Letter from Birmingham Jail,’” 346–353.
○ Malcolm X, “From ‘The Ballot or the Bullet,’” 356–363.
○ James Baldwin, “My Dungeon Shook,” 342–345.

● Martin Luther King, Jr., “I Have a Dream” (speech, Washington DC, August 28,
1963), recording. (A link can be found in the Week Twelve module.)

● Ta-Nehisi Coates, “Son,” in Between the World and Me (New York, Penguin Random

https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/rol5uk/alma991004565995305231
https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/10rdv4u/alma991004620870505231
https://gettysburg.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01GETTYSBURG_INST/10rdv4u/alma991004620870505231
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=smEqnnklfYs
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House, 2015), 5–12. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week Twelve
module.)

● Philip Klinkner with Rogers Smith, The Unsteady March (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2002), 1–9. (A link to this reading can be found in the Week Twelve
module.)

Assignments

● Final Project/Paper due: Wednesday, August 21

Course and Program Policies

It is the responsibility of students to know, understand, and abide by course and program
policies.

For a full overview of program policies, review the Gettysburg College–Gilder Lehrman
Institute Student Handbook.

Course correspondence

Correspondence with faculty and administrators should be formal. Include a subject line,
addressee, and closing. Put the name and number of your course in the subject line.

Plagiarism and AI

This program uses Turnitin to check for instances of plagiarism and AI. Plagiarism and
papers composed fully or in part by AI will not be tolerated. This includes self-plagiarism. A
student caught plagiarizing or composing papers with AI for the first time may receive a
zero on the assignment. A student caught plagiarizing or composing with AI for a second
time may be permanently removed from the program.

Your section professor will set the policies for use of AI for research or purposes other than
composing your papers.

Late work

Assignments should be submitted no later than 11:59 p.m. Pacific Time on the due date
unless otherwise specified by your section professor. If you think you will be unable to
submit an assignment on time, it is your responsibility to contact your section professor to
ask for an extension before the assignment’s due date. Late assignments will be docked 5%
if less than a week late, 10% if one week late, and an additional 10% for each subsequent
week.

Grading scale
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Letter Grade Number Grade Grade Points

A 95%–100% 4

A- 90%–94% 3.67

B+ 87%–89% 3.33

B 84%–86% 3

B- 80%–83% 2.67

C+ 77%–79% 2.33

C 74%–76% 2

C- 70%–73% 1.67

D+ 67%–69% 1.33

D 64%–66% 1

D- 60%–63% .67

F 0%–59% 0

Assignment Descriptions

Short Papers (25% of grade – 5% per short paper)

Students will complete five short papers. Each should be approximately 500 words long. The
purpose of these papers is not to merely summarize weekly readings but to demonstrate
that you have read them analytically and contextually. Students have the option of
responding to a prompt created by their section professor or to one of their own design.
Prompts should reflect the themes discussed in course readings. If you need help getting
started, you can complete one of the options listed below.

Complete a thesis identification - Select one of your assigned readings and focus on
identifying the thesis as well as the evidence the authors use to support that thesis.

Complete a primary source evaluation - Evaluate a primary source from the Gilder
Lehrman Collection or elsewhere. Primary sources must be relevant to that week’s
readings. Keep the following questions in mind:

● Who is the author of this document?
● Who was their intended audience?
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● How might both author and audience impact the content of the document?
● For what reason was this document created?

Complete a book review - Focus on one of the secondary sources assigned in this course
and critique it. Keep the following questions in mind:

● What is the author’s argument?
● Does the author adequately support their argument?
● Are you convinced of their argument? If not, why not?
● How does this source fit into the larger discussion of its topic?

Discussion Board Posts (18% of grade – 2% per discussion board)

Students will interact in nine discussion boards in this course. Discussion boards are led by
section professors, who will provide specific instructions for participation in their section.
You are required to make at least one post to each discussion board and respond to at least
two other students.

Question-and-Answer Sessions (15% of grade – 5% per reaction)

Throughout the semester the lead professor of each course will conduct five Q&As. Students
MUST attend at least three of these sessions for each course they are taking. In order to
receive credit for attending each Q&A, you must complete a 1–2-paragraph Q&A
Reaction within 24 hours of participation. Note: If you cannot attend three of the five
Q&As, you may receive credit by viewing archived Q&As and completing a 500-word review
of topics covered for each missed Q&A. Makeup assignments must be completed
within two weeks of the missed Q&A.

Final Project/Paper (42% of grade)

For the final assignment of each course, you will choose to complete either a research
project or 15-page research paper. Research projects are a public-education tool designed
for the general population, teachers, and/or students of varying ages. Sample projects
include (but are not limited to) vodcasts and podcasts, document editing and transcription,
websites, annotated readers, walking tours, or museum exhibits. Lesson plans will not be
accepted. A 5-page narrative must accompany the project. Your section professor must
approve research projects.

The research paper can be a traditional position paper that uses original research to prove a
thesis statement or a historiography paper that critically examines how American historians
have interpreted the same event differently and why shifts in historical debates may have
occurred.

Both final assignment options require you to ask an open-ended historical question
(something that does not have an easy yes or no answer) that you do not yet know the
answer to. You will then use the research process (pulling from a variety of resources,
mostly primary source documents) to explore that question and create a thesis-driven
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answer. Regardless of whether you choose to pursue a project or paper, finals are scaffolded
throughout the semester. This method breaks up a large grade into smaller constituent
grades and allows time to incorporate instructor feedback into assignments.

Scaffolded Assignments

● Final Project/Paper Proposal (2%)

In roughly 1–2 pages, you should outline the main question, topic, or purpose of
your final project or paper. This should include a description of the project or paper
you are proposing, some background information and historical context on your topic
(answer the questions who, what, where, and when), a brief description of your
research plan (this does not need to be super specific, but should outline how many
weeks you plan to research, if you need to schedule research trips or if your sources
are published or available digitally, and when you plan to begin writing) and a
justification for why your particular project or paper is worth pursuing (what is the
significance of this topic? What does it add to our historical knowledge? Are you
filling a gap that other historians have overlooked such as considering race, ethnicity,
or gender?)

● Revised Proposal and Annotated Bibliography (3.5%)

This assignment will give you the opportunity to incorporate the feedback you
received on the first draft of your proposal. In addition to incorporating your section
professor’s comments, you will also submit a proposed bibliography listing five
sources you plan on utilizing in your research for your final product. Each of these
sources should be followed by a brief summary (3–5 sentences) of the source and
what it will contribute to your research process.

● Project or Paper Preview (5%)

This will give you the opportunity to show the progress you have made on your final
project or paper and get some early-stage feedback from your section professor. For
a final project, determine with your section professor an appropriate portion of your
final submission to turn in. For a final paper, this should be roughly the first five
pages of what will ultimately be your final submission.

● Rough Draft (10.5%):

For a final project, determine with your section professor an appropriate portion of
your final submission to turn in. For a final paper, this should be, at minimum, the
first ten pages of what will ultimately be your final submission.

● Final Product (21%):

Final Project: Much like the final paper option, a final project is meant to prove that
you have mastered the content covered by this course. We encourage you to be
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creative in your approach to this project, though it should be equivalent in rigor and
workload to a final paper.

Final Paper: Final papers should be at least fifteen pages in length. These can take
the form of research papers or historiography papers.


